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RUSTY - THE BIG RED
by Rachel Cormier

He showed up, timidly, cautiously watching
from a distance. It was a rainy day and the
Regulars were also darting in and out of the
parked vehicles. They approached as a known
group, the remaining four of the original dozen
or so. A few years ago, there had been several more of these dirty scrawny street guys
in three different sites...all around the autobody shops in Surrey Flats - adjacent the Fraser River. With ongoing trapping, neutering and socializing of the younger ones, (under the generous auspices of the RCHS) the population had dwindled to four regulars. We knew they were healthy, getting daily
feedings AND not adding to the street population.
Now there was this newcomer. He was in good shape with
a thick reddish brown coat and no bones showing. But he knew
he was out of his territory. The Regulars
stand together waiting for their meal-onwheels and then they easily share and
move around the dishes put out for them.
Old Rusty stood back, watching from behind a back wheel of a car parked nearby.
Was he hungry? Or just curious? Even
though I spoke softly and encouragingly
to him, he slunk back when I approached
him with a separate dish of food. I slid it
slowly toward him.
Oh, wait a minute!! Although
Creamcycle was gobbling at the dishes left
in their usual place, as soon as something
was offered, separately, to Rusty,
Creamcycle bolted from his feeding place
to check out what Rusty was getting!
You’d think he was suspecting caviar!!
Nawh....same old Friskies so he sauntered back to feeding with
his regular buddies. I did not see Rusty feed that day. He was
obviously too intimidated.
Over the next few months, Rusty showed up now and again
at street feeding time. He was clearly becoming more confident
as there was obvious tension between him and Creamcycle. Lots
of growling and posturing. On more than one occasion Creamcycle
presented with signs of having taken a beating. Poor old guy, his
years on the streets were taking their toll. The last time he’d
been trapped, because he was limping: Dr. Singh (Alpine Animal
Hospital here in New Westminster) finding no problem, diagnosed
‘probably arthritis’. He was given a shot for pain and returned to
his street site as no housing is available to an old feral who will
never be touchable. It was heart breaking to see him dealing with

floods and snow. On one particularly cold evening, he showed me
his drinking water was frozen...a reminder that it needed refreshing.
One evening in May (2005) attending for the regular feeding time, one of the men who worked on the cars at this autobody shop indicated that “this old guy” was mewing and going
over to them, “like he was saying he was hungry or not feeling
well.” It was Rusty. No feral would know to go over to humans
looking for food, comfort or any kind of ‘help’. And these autobody working guys never showed much interest in my cat feeding activities. Obviously Rusty had a relationship with people.
He was one of the many Losts, Abandoned or Dumped. Indeed he
was very hungry that night. He was wolfing down all food presented and holding the others at bay. What’s more he was now
skinny, matted and pretty rough looking. Knowing I was not dealing with a feral I scooped him up and made a
call to Alpine Animal Hospital to say I was
bringing in a homeless male.
So Rusty went to Alpine Animal Hospital.
First he was diagnosed with an ‘upper respiratory infection’ and put on medication. Of
course he could not be neutered in that state
and a first home and medication site were provided for the poor guy.
The following week, there was more sad news.
There were lesions in his throat and a biopsy
was required. Tests now disclosed a condition known as chronic gingivitis believed to
be an auto immune disease possibly triggered
by a previous calici virus infection. It is a painful insidious illness in which the gums and
back of the mouth become inflamed, infected
and septic. If treatment with antibiotics and
steroids doesn’t help, the only remaining option is to extract all
the cats teeth, with no guarantee it will stop the process . Poor
old Rusty, as if he didn’t have enough to deal with!
He was now not looking so big, especially in comparison
with other Shelter residents. He was having to adapt, yet again,
to another environment. There were a few scraps as he sought
to find his place. Fortunately he retains a good appetite and so
we are able to give him that dreadful antibiotic in his food.
And this brings us up to date in the tale of Rusty, the Big
Red. Will he overcome his health challenges? Will he find a good
forever home? Will he become the dominant Shelter cat? Stay
tuned for the on-going sage of Rusty, the Big Red. What will
become of his nemesis Creamcycle? Our shelter has a thousand
stories, this has been one of them.

and never given the older cat a second thought, much less a second look. You would have gotten a wonderful, beautiful, healthy
kitten. But would you have gotten a better pet than Goofy? The
people she has marked and favoured as the one’s chosen to serve
and wait on her don’t think so.

Come see ‘em, you’ll love ‘em, want to take one home!

BREW
Brew is pictured on the back page alongside our request
for donations - always important, always appreciated! He is a
special-needs cat. Just one year old, Brew is a Manx which means
he’s tailless and his back legs are longer than the front. Unhampered by a tail, Brew does a dance only he can do. Actually Brew
has a stump of a tail and a special problem with his bum. Sadly,
this means he is more or less always on the potty. We’ve tried
various kinds of diapers and contraptions to no avail. He’s a lively
little fellow with lots of energy for chasing string. Brew is also
very affectionate. Like all the cats at the Shelter he is a one-of-akind, a personality all his own. To know him is to love him. Any
super-kind and patient folks out there or creative people come
have a look. Maybe you can help with his special problem. But
be warned, he’s apt to rub off on you!

GOOFY
Please note! Not all of the animals profiled here are available for
adoption. This particular profile, of
one of my favourites, Goofy, is dedicated to the older cat who is so often overlooked in favour of the cute
wee kitten. Goofy is a wonderful illustration of what can happen when
a caring, thoughtful person adopts
an older ‘street cat’ and takes only
the same amount of time and effort
(often less of both!) used to train a
kitten and turn it, with a touch of creativity, to the establishment of a healthy human/feline relationship with the older cat.
Goofy was just such an older ‘street cat’. She was older,
five at the time of her adoption. When found on the street she
was, as so often happens, skinny, flea infested and had some
strange skin problem that was a novelty even to our trusty veteran veterinarian. After a thorough medical exam (all cats that
come into the Shelter get this treatment), she was inoculated,
deflead and fed good nourishing food. Thanks to the attention of
our volunteers she got emotional nurturing - time and attention
as well as routine maintenance. No cat flourishes in the Shelter
alongside a dozen or more other former street cats, abandoned
pets, mislaid pets, neglected pets that wander off in search of
better treatment (believe it or not these ‘dumb’ animals aren’t so
dumb) and others that show up at the Shelter. Goofy flourished.
A mere five pounds when examined, Goofy now weighs a veterinarian-concerned fourteen pounds! (Well, what the hey, if you
can’t spoil your cat who can you spoil?) She is also very happy.
Sleek, proud and not just a little silly (care to guess how she
earned her name?), Goofy who now lives in the Queens’ Park
Neighbourhood of New Westminster is still flourishing.
She came into the Shelter already spayed, so that was a
cost and an ordeal that didn’t have to be gone through again.
The vet thinks it highly likely that she did have a litter of little
kitties. We also know that it is pretty likely if any of those kittens showed up at the Shelter, YOU, you regular-kitten coveting
would-be pet owner, YOU would have chosen one of the kittens

SUZI
This a special kitty profile because it involves a DIFFICULT cat Suzi. Suzi came into the Shelter a
year and three months ago. She has
been at the Shelter the longest of any
cat. You can no doubt guess why and
you would be absolutely right. Suzi
is a difficult cat, not getting along with the other kitties, spitting
and hissing and being generally unpleasant. I was asked to write
this profile in the hopes that someone would see it, give Suzi a
chance and the 'chemistry' that has been lacking in previous attempts to match Suzi with a humie would at last emerge.
I was myself indifferent about writing
the profile having only seen Suzi on one
prior occasion. However, after talking to
some of the volunteers to get the material
for this profile, it seemed that Suzi was indeed difficult. In the profile with Dave
Mitchell, however, Dave did note that Suzi
was one of the 'Jekyll and Hyde' type cats
who was nice as pie on her own but unsocial in the 9th degree
around other cats, kittens and humies.
During the preparations for our Spring Garage sale, Suzi
got out and was outside the Shelter, nibbling the grass, sunning
herself and generally putzing around the garage sale items and
volunteers. So, what can we do about Suzi? We like to think that
there is the right match 'out
there' for every cat we've got
'in here'. Even one who can
be as difficult as Suzi. And
let's not forget that away
from the Shelter and the antagonising influences of all
those other cats, Suzi could
be a lot nicer than...well, Suzi.
But we do have to be realistic about just how much a cat
can change which is not a great deal. Nope, Suzi will be Suzi and
she needs a humie that will accept her as is because Suzi is not
going to change.

SPECIAL NOTICE
The Royal City Humane Society needs space. We realize
the following statements are somewhat awkward but, KEEPING
ANIMAL WELFARE in first priority, perhaps you could overlook
their awkwardness. Hence, if you are elderly and have no heirs or
assigns, why not consider leaving your property to the RCHS?
We could then make a proper animal shelter with 24 hour outside protective access for the animals as well as oodles of space
inside for the animals AND all of their supplies. Better for the
neglected animals of New Westminster to get your property than
the government, don’t you think?

In addition to profiling the animals that come through the Shelter we will also, on a regular basis, going to be profiling our volunteers Without these volunteers perhaps sixty all together, the
work of the Humane Society simply would not get done.
A continuing feature of The Scratchin’ Post, ‘Cat Tales’ relates
favourite kitty stories. Here’s one of mine...
A friend of ours who owns a cat many know as ‘an ambassador of cathood’, who I will call Q, told us that he stumbled
across a fellow traveller not far from his house on a nearby street.
This pleasant-looking gentleman was stooped over petting Q and
when our friend arrived, stood up straight and said, “Oh, thank
God you came! That,” he continued, pointing at the demure Q, “is
a very demanding cat!” Whereupon he sped away hastily, quite
evidently relieved at being ‘released’. Our friend looked at Q. who
almost all of us know as ever-agreeable and not especially demanding. “What have you been up to Q?” he asked. But Q
would only say, “Myenh.”
ARE YOU?
Are you in sympathy with the Persian Prince who, according to legend, cut off a section of his royal robe lest he disturb his
sleeping cat? Sound too extreme? In ‘Cats and Dogs’ we will be
bringing to light some of these, often delicious, stories that surround these wonderful animals. Heard a good story about a loyal
dog, a ‘watch-cat’? Pass it along to the Scratchin’ Post. Good
stories are always welcome and we’ll do our best to see that they
are published.
We heard of a nice, normally dysfunctional (THEY say) family that tried to keep their housemates apprised of the whereabouts of their beloved Phyllis, at least as to whether she was in
the house or outside. They did this by having a “Phyllis is IN/
OUT” sign tacked to the kitchen bulletin board, patterned after
“The Doctor is IN/OUT” of ‘Peanuts’ fame. You guessed it. They
got so confused using the sign that they wound up leaving it on
both IN and OUT which is usually the way it is with these critters
anyway, right?
If you’ve got a favourite cat story to tell, let us know and
you will receive a generous portion of our good will which all
accountants know is recorded as exactly $1.00 on the books. Let’s
see, a generous portion of a loonie...well, you get the idea. Send it
in. We’ll do our best to see it in The Scratchin’ Post.

Q. How many cats does it take to change a light bulb?
A. None. Cats don’t change light bulbs and isn’t it time
for ‘a little something’ to eat and a massage?

DAVE MITCHELL
First off Dave Mitchell, 23, a
graduate of NWSS and a sometime student at SFU, Dave takes
time out from his busy schedule
to volunteer at the Shelter. (He
also volunteers as a dishwasher
at a local church who provide a
weekly lunch for the disadvantaged.) Us, “Hi Dave.” Dave, “ Hi
yourself. I just want to start off
by saying that I think it’s funny
people think it’s such a big deal to volunteer but I get back a
whole more than I have to give out. I’m only here about two
hours every other week. And of those two hours only about ten
minutes is spent with the chores, emptying kitty litter trays and
the like. The rest of the time I get just to hang-out with the cats
and that’s a blast.”
While Dave may not want to be made over for volunteering let’s hear a big warm “Thank You!” From the New West. community to him and all the other volunteers in our little corner of
B.C.
Us. “What’s the number one thing that you would like people
who aren’t familiar with the work of the Shelter to know?”
Dave grins broadly. “I would like the people who are looking to
adopt a cat to know that the cats here in the Shelter are very
different when they’re on their own, separate from all these other
cats. Y’see domestic cats are not really social animals. They are
more like tigers than lions who travel in families (called ‘prides’)
of one male maybe more than one female plus the cubs. Tigers
are solitary animals just like domestic cats and very territorial.
So when you see a cat hiss and spit at another cat, that’s just
normal. They aren’t crazy about being kept pent-up with a dozen
or more other cats.”
Us. “You sounded like you had more to say.”
“Sure,” he says. “Imagine you being cooped up in a two bedroom apartment with a dozen people you never met before.”
Us. “Sounds kinda crowded.”
Dave. “It is. That’s why it’s so important to find nice homes
for these cats and people should give a cat a chance; take it out
for a weekend. You’ll see they’re as sweet as a cat licking cream.”
Us. “Want to add anything?”
Dave. “You asked for it. Yeah, I was here when Chaulky and
Suzi and Bert were here and those three cats, it was like Jekyll
and Hyde. Here, they were very active and restless and cranky.
Out on a weekend with no other competition they were nice as
pie....And I just want to add that most of these cats got here because someone just moved away without the cat and thought it
would be okay on its own. They aren’t. Domestic cats are domestic not feral or wild although they can adapt some.”
We at the Scratchin’ Post just want to say thanks to Dave again
and to all the volunteers.

URGENTLY NEEDED...

There are never enough homes for all the cats that come to the
Royal City Humane Society for help - especially cats over eight years of
age, cats who lack social graces, and cats with chronic health problems.
These Cats usually become permanent wards of the RCHS and require
lifetime foster care.
Then there are the cats who need a temporary or short term foster home - pregnant cats, moms with kittens, kittens without moms, cats
who require medication or a special diet for a specific period of time.
Whether you enter into long or short term foster RCHS will provide food and supplies and pay for all veterinary care. All we ask is that
you provide a safe loving indoor home for our cats. If you can and wish
to supply food and litter it will help us to care for another homeless cat.
Because the majority of the cats in our care are rescued from the
street we have no way to know what they’ve been through and how
they will react in a new home. Should any problems arise due to temperament or behaviour we offer support and assistance and if at any
time you do not want to continue to foster, we will remove the cat from
your home.
Although the majority of fostered animals are cats, we do from
time to time require foster homes for dogs, rabbits, birds, guinea pigs
and other small mammals.
Foster people get first option to adopt an animal in their care.

If you are interested in fostering you can contact the Royal City
Humane Society 604-524-6447 or Doreen 604-525-4930 for
more details and a brief interview to determine what type of foster
would be most suitable for your home.

Brew

R.C.H.S. SPRING GARAGE SALE
The people of the Royal City Humane Society would
like to say a large thank you to everyone who participated
in our recent garage sale and made it such a huge success.
We took in over $2800., which will help to defray our expenses and as always, our largest expense, the Vet bill.
Please note that all the work of the Humane Society is
done by volunteers and that means ALL ALL ALL moneys
collected go toward animal care. Please make a note on
your calendar that we will be having another garage sale
in the Fall in September. We are aiming for September
10th, the Saturday after Labour Day so put away for us
those treasures that are mouldering away and not doing
anyone or any animal any good collecting dust in the attic
or in the basement. You've got lots of time now to get
those items out and ready for the FALL GARAGE SALE!!!
Any and all inquiries should be made to (604) 524-6447.
Please leave a message and we'll get back to you as soon
as we can. THANKS FOR ALL YOUR SUPPORT in the past
and FOR the FUTURE of the work of the Royal City Humane Society.

FRANKIE G. PUB NIGHT FUND-RAISER
THANKS to one and all for the huge success of our
FRANKIE G. PUB Night Fund-raiser. We raised nearly
$2000., all of which, as you know, goes toward animal
care. A fun time was had by all, though one person complained (!) about a headache the next morning. Also there
were small recriminations regarding the prizes. Better luck
next time! Congratulations to everyone who won in the
draws and door-prizes. THANKS EVERYONE!!! We know
you all had a good time. We did too.

SHOPPING LIST
What follows is our shopping list, an itemizing of all
those things without which the Shelter would not be a
proper Shelter. Please have a look here. If YOU have access to any of these items at a reduced cost than the average retail cost please let us know and you’ll receive a big
warm, “Thank You!” You could also consider donating any
of these items instead of or in addition to a cash donation,
detergent both laundry and dish/kitty litter/litter boxes/
bleach/canned cat food/dry or hard cat food/scratching
posts/cat toys/cat carriers/garbage bags/blankets and
towels for making kitty beds/ dish towels/ hand towels/
hand soap/cat beds/cat ladders and climbing toys
Like all such facilities the Royal City Humane Society Animal Shelter’s largest expense is for medicines and
Vet bills. Please think about making a donation today.

Royal City Humane Society
Mailing Address: Box 0102, 641 Columbia Street, New Westminster, B.C. V3M 1A8

www.rchs.bc.ca

Yes! I would like to make a donation to the RCHS to help animals in need.
One-Time Donation $
$25

$35

$200

Other $

Monthly Donation $
$50

$75

$100

Please complete the information below
First Name:
Last Name:
Street Address:

Please accept my annual membership fee of $10.00
Sponsor a Spay/Neuter please accept my $50.00 donation so I can sponsor sterilizing a

City:

feral (wild) cat

Prov:

Cheque Enclosed

604 524-6447

I Do Not Require A Receipt

Donations may be made on our Website www.rchs.bc.ca by using...

Tel: (

Postal Code:
)

E-Mail:

The Royal City Humane Society is a registered, no-kill animal charity based in New Westminster, BC. As the only charity animal shelter in New Westminster, RCHS
campaigns against pet overpopulation and cares for stray, injured and abandoned animals by testing them for disease, sterilizing and tattooing and finding them new
homes. RCHS is 100% volunteer run. Funding is obtained through various fund raising activities, memberships and donations, and all funds are spent on the welfare
of the animals.
Registered Charity # 89683-2532-RR0001

